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THE MAKING OF A MULTIMEDIA POLE OF 
MEDITERRANEAN SEASCAPES AND USE 

OF INTERNET FOR THE BUILDING 
OF A DATABASE OF HISTORIC CITIES 

SIMON MERCIECA 

objective of this is to provide some 
of tools for study of urban that to discuss one 
can relate Urban History to information technology. There is no doubt that 
the use computers is an tool in 

History. Geographic Information System 
invaluable aid architects, geographers and urban 
studies. In fact, 
for the exploration contexualisation 
cannot otherwise be identified or explored the conventional 

until now to the of history. In the course of this 
also to show how Internet can help the on 
the of Mediterranean towns and 

torical 
in creating that profile 

modem technology can 
Mediterranean in par-

highlighting the need the creation of closer 
the Mediterranean. series 

title of Conference Villes Hi"f" .. i/H 

leW}'/ty,,?O has, as one of its 



Mediterranean cities to each The at the town of 
Lorca in Spain is the '''''''''An'ch following one held in Bejaia, 

intended to the fulfilment of 
tive. I am opportunity of this meeting to propose the use 
Internet as an additional the creation of this enhanced net-

between other words, I will not be proposing 
vh\,UUlll'.\'" and fora where delegates would be to physically 
meet: this is not the aim of this project. I shall be discussing the 

a virtual space across cyberspace. 
with my I would like to state 

that what I am proposing has inspired by the participation the 
Mediterranean which I am the current director, in an 
funded pmject, MEDA II, 
Navigation du project appreciation 

Mediterranean's maritime heritage, with particular emphasis on the 
historic docks and arsenals, a link exists with your pmject which 
also on of Mediterranean towns some of 

host or have important and drydocks. 
I consider that the proposal for the building a multimedia pole 

should be urgency and technology 
mitigates worries about the longevity monuments, ruins, and remains. 
It can help in the identification hidden or through U'-'LCl.ll"U 

out new information on historic monuments. I intend to 
use the computer for another purpose and that is why I am that 
the and the images from the past has 
to be treated with great urgency. Today, more digital technol-
ogy is allowing the and retrieval information with relative ease 
from the privacy of one's home. This message has been understood very 

III United States at two one them 
Microsoft, are now seeking to amass a mega database, all the his-
toric worldwide. 

Yet, private individuals can their own which they could 
share with researchers. The is proving to be a fabulous tool 
towards and making of 

to Amateurs can do job rel-
atively easily and straightforwardly. The required technology can be 
bought at an to advances in information 

one can create which were until 
and at the same work towards the of both our 
and intangible heritage, for posterity. 

In the early nineteen a colleague mine at University of 
Malta, Giovanni that of urban monu-
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nrtp1'n,('tc and buildings can be systematically gathered and stored 
in a way a years before, at the same 

time an easy and quick access to anyone anywhere in the 
world. He stressed the urgency of undertaking that task, which he wished 
to to a worldwide project. was to build a Maltese National 
Memory, a of which was to be on would 
all that might broadly described as 'national were 
prompted by the pressing need for a national awareness in Malta resulting 
from the ever threat posed and economic pres-
sures upon survival of past artefacts and 

Unfortunately, project, National 
off the ground properly. What I shall be here 

in footsteps even if it is perhaps much 
more within a wider It is 
an initiative can be undertaken within the of 
urban history but at the same can be """''''.n ........ 

of Mediterranean who possess a "VI11IJ'''''' 
as well as individuals who possess at a 

one of the languages the of websites; the 
guage. 

The reason I would like to 
pIe. Most 
for better or worse, 

pressures with 
known, in urban as This means that are still 

construction projects within the old core either by having 
their open spaces built up or by old structures demolished to make 

new buildings. more are 
of urban linked to restoration or rehabilitation nrn"",,..t,, 

need to recall past identity of the urban fabric is more pressing 
which are savage development (some-

word which has led or is leading to the 
demolition of old buildings, and those whose old core is being derelict 
or dilapidated. economic activities put pressure on 
stmctures can be fatal to our They can to 

total or destruction in particular that date 
back to pre-industrial times. In this context, a phrase from ltalo 
book, Le Otto. relevance this 

of historic at the same 
features are sometimes at risk to be 
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of individualistic eco-
continually that cannot be financially 

assessed or, to put it bluntly, turned into money there and 
that are difficult or to turn into merchandise seem to 

,",v,,,,,,' ... ,,, that words are 
M(~(lllten'anean and as the 

imaginary of Zora, each and every Mediterranean historic city la 
proprieta' di restare nella memoria punta punta, nella successione 
delle vie, e delle case lungo Ie vie, e e delle finestre case, 
pur non in esse 0 scorre su sl succe-
dono come in una partitura musicale nella quale non si puo' cambiare a 
spostare nessuna nota. (Calvina: 15) 

This statement· by Calvina is in rhythm 
are in words that 
historic towns can the cityscape ever. Caselli warns about the 
need the Mediterranean inhabitants in Maltese people 

up the our towns very 
when asserts that 'if one is not aware, all that our ancestors 

have left behind, will voluntarily or involuntarily destroyed by a 
economy all 

socially responsible individuals are today confronted with masses of 
people whose sole seems the accumulation of wealth, 

consumer are confronted by an over 
society that is continuously concerned with its own individual 

and not in least in right of own 
individual 

I think that 

cognisant of 
vVJ-"H'''''''' that the use of 

It 
structures. An individual can start the ball 
already doing so - but seems to he no coordination, 
nation could well available It only needs a dedi-
cated hody to itself to of Mediterranean 

or Permanante de fa 
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M(~alirer,rGllee is an ideal for an The 
and networking of such a project falls within portfolio. The study of a 
city's past is, in fact, one ofthe mediums by which historic cities are being 
brought 

The falls within the ~V'H",'U 
ment studies, and any attempt to relate them to the needs to fol
Iowa framework that is inspired by the former. In America, 
new innovative concepts are being introduced to help specialis-

in cultural build up management To 
these programmes more activities are also being introduced 
where the stakeholders involved are asked to sit around a table or in a con

of coordinated 

can 
are gathered, structured and 

to the exploration 
a picture is which will eventually lead to the 

establishment new foundations for more specific and focused work. 
This of research can be pursued further and the Internet exploited, 
especially on the net, wherein related to the 
strategies on how a website of Mediterranean Urban cities can be built, 
can be openly should take in most 

that a can up. 
Therefore, what would follow is a framework which later on can 

elaborated to comprehend as much as possible the "''''''''lLl", 

outlook on how a database on Mediterranean Cities should look. I think 
that for such a database to be a success, it would 

prescribed historic town or 
should have a information and, most importantly, old and 
new of the urban centre concerned. This database should serve as 
a small library to be to both 
lay people In words, anyone to or have a 
pIe look at how any particular area looked in the past could find the 

this not end up to 
are many sites on the Ul"""'_' 

On the contrary what I am proposing is a form of GIS, which 
can be compiled by amateurs and at the same time can help the viewer or 
any browser to better of a 
city. is why a sort of 'manager' is needed the coordination and 
connection of aU the relevant sites together, perhaps by the creation a new 
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site with would act as a sort of index for all the relevant sites having infor
mation on anyone of the Mediterranean historic cities. 

One can even go a step further and seek the creation of databases 
which can also be built on a prepared template. In this latter case, I shall 
not be proposing a specific, strict ownership of these databases. Another 
method is for private individuals and local councils to set up their respec
tive site, following certain criteria which I shall be proposing. Many 
already try to include historical knowledge but more often than not, the 
data does not follow a well-structured pattern. What I want to suggest is 
that the contents of information in these sites should have some form of 
coordination and finally, with the approval of each owner of the sites, and 
following collegial principles, the respective owners would accept links 
between the different sites, so that browsers can move with ease from one 
site to the other, already knowing what type of content they would 
encounter in their forthcoming visit. 

I strongly believe that the dissemination of knowledge about historic 
Mediterranean towns and cities merits special attention, and European 
projects, whose aim concerns the preservation of the memory of activities 
associated with tangible and intangible culture of the Mediterranean, 
should, as the Coriference Permanante des Villes Historiques de fa 
Mediterranee is rightly doing, be given special attention. 

Obviously, 1 do not want to give the false impression that I am exclud
ing the involvement of professional technicians in the design of sites. The 
use of research teams by non government organisations, in particular 
those specialising in the areas of cultural and physical heritage, terrestrial 
and urban history, as tbis association, can help towards the production of 
sophisticated websites with a three-dimensional presentation, and a bigh
ly professional academic content. Yet, 1 do not want to create situations 
where an inexperienced user of the internet is disheartened from attempt
ing the experiment as he or she would be influenced by the high contents 
and excellent presentation of professional websites. Finally, what I am 
proposing is a work that does not involve excessive financial resources -
the production of a professional website does - wbich are the result of pri
vate initiative often resulting from altruistic principles to show to the out
side world the beauty of their native home town or city. 

Most importantly, the gathering of information on these towns should 
serve as a form of "compulsory ecumenism" so to speak, the dissemina
tion of knowledge on different architectural idioms, some of which have 
been influenced by a particular religious creed or the pbilosophy of a par
ticular political grouping. Incidentally, arcbitects have proved to be one of 
the few individuals in history - they fared better than painters - to have 
succeeded in developing their artistic metaphors more easily with dicta-
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tors (religious, aristocratic or political) and some scholars would even 
tempt to say that there works were more respected, in terms of artistic con
tent, amongst the latter milieu than in democratic environments. Different 
religions have tried to borrow architectural metaphors and incorporate 
them in their respective religious heritage. In other words, this database, 
or the creation of multiple databases should eventually become instru
ments of dialogue among Mediterranean civilisations and possibly of 
peace through bringing into evidence the cultural heritage cornmon to 
both coasts. The creation of such a database can possibly play an impor
tant role in the framework of a policy, which most of the MEDA projects 
under the Heritage II and Heritage III programmes are trying to achieve. 
It goes without saying that these projects are trying to foster openness, tol
erance, peace and stability in the region, through supporting awareness of 
a common heritage which is both natural and architectural. As most of the 
Mediterranean Cities were also harbour cities, they can further help in 
bringing awareness to the people of this region who in fact share a tangi
ble common heritage. 

The principal activities that I would like to suggest at this stage are the 
following: ongoing exchanges among different town councils but also 
individuals towards the creation of a network of multimedia centres on 
historic towns. This can lead to the creation of simulated or virtual cultural 
itineraries featuring both the cultural and physical heritage of the 
Mediterranean historic towns and cities. 

Today, many of the Mediterranean historic cities share a common 
predicament. Their urgent problems relate to problems of underdevelop
ment. In other words, some of these areas are in need of redevelopment, a 
factor that can be achieved through tourism, environmental awareness, 
rehabilitation and restoration programmes. As some of the cities are locat
ed on the coast, their redevelopment has to take into consideration all 
existing structures, besides a plethora of interests which can arise from 
real estate promoters, hotel chains, tourist firms with little awareness of 
the pre-eminent historical interest and cultural value of these "places of 
memory" of our heritage. The access to this database by agents and indi
viduals working in tourism can help to better the understanding of the his
toric values of these historic towns, which eventually, will lead to the cre
ation of optimal conditions and the elevation of the heritage in question in 
the eyes of all the citizens. One seriously wishes that these Mediterranean 
cities exploit the idea of sustainable development, in particular by having 
training courses in urban history, good cultural tourism, and cultural man
agers. These databases can help towards the reaching of such an ideal. 
Even if the work (or some of it) would be of an amateurish nature, it can 
still directly help towards the reaching of these aims. 
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The study of different towns and cityscapes is 
revealing a marked distinction between areas part 

Mediterranean and those on Southern flank same sea. The 
Northern European towns much the for restora-
tion historic centres. Some ofthe historic centres were threaten1ed, 
until a decade ago, by abandonment and eventual demolition to make 

for concrete blocks bUilding. The historical "VLL,,'-',.VU,'-

ness of the importance ground and 
'-'U,",UHJ'", the 

ernments of 
on how these 

\JVJlli,l'UleJi a new of study, that is 
cities through 

the creation of a virtual historic library. documentation historic 
in this study. Visual representation can 

more helps to a better ofthe 
value as well as showing the 

pn)ce:eomg to the or 
proposing, one has to keep in mind the diverse 

L"-''''<LULU}','' that tenn 'record' has historians or better 
still archivists do not agree on the type here the 
'record', I am understanding comes the past, and is to 

preserved for posterity against all other material that for the sake of 
an archivist thinks that it should not preserved and therefore 
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focusing mostly on the preservation and ,",'U1UW",",U 

LV.L"Ull,,",uaw.uu historic towns. 
the oldest pictorial 

from 

men who pen-
cil which they chiselled on an iron media 
was predominant from the until the early nineteenth century. 
Obviously, the medium continued after nineteenth century, 
but were not the 

By 

pho
tos of Malta as early as the 1880s. The result is a pictorial album which 

Moreover, the introduction of phlDto,gnl.ph 
helped in the diffusion of knowledge on existence of the Maltese 
bour abroad. point of focus of these images prior to the war was 

at showing the of the cities but at 
same they were still of 

historic towns. 
Photography 

Malta already had as 
Malta began to distributed all over 
with photography, the postcard often re[lre~;ented 
the harbour towns. Photography helped to place the H~AM''''VV 
in publicity For in the 1930s, the of 

that is harbour towns of Bormla, Birgu and L-Isla, were 
printed on match 

1930s a new which needs to 
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umented. The album to be published. Malta was very 
to have, despite its small which collected photolgnlprls 
of Malta. Historical sites were preference. Camera Pictures 
Malta by F. and W. Weston was the book to launch Malta in new 
sphere offering a vision historic but also a documentary medi-
um of various which would be largely lost, eventual-

in the heavy that occurred in the Second World War and 
the pulling down to place for the reconstruction 
afterwards. 

J..;""I-"''"' the extensive destruction by the war, the Maltese 
harbour cities still remained an attractive focal point for artists to immor-
talise in their work. Photographers, and painters began to 
take view of the port to them in a more 

way and their interest was more in the decadence rather than 
past grandeur. 

The period was a boom Malta. ceased to be 
an The camera began slowly to become a item. The 
role began to lose its His role 
became more ceremonial, memorising events such as mar-

or arrival of a newborn in the Photos of day to day 
lill,agt:s and views began slowly to be captured amateurs who 
had in the meantime come into the possession of a camera. 
Cities still remained in the eye of professional were 
immortalised Jones, who published his in 
a book book was divided into two; the and 
descriptive written by Sacheverell Sitwell and the phlJtogralpblc 
taken by Tony who achieved tabloid imlmortSllitv 

he became the husband of England's sister. Yet, 
was now different. The was more interested in cat,turing 
derelict environment in the area rather than having plctun~s 
grandeur. 

This brings me to the and last of images to be in 
this database; these images are from modem and contemporary 
art. While towns' images, have become numerous, 
there is a section nature still makes the produced image a 

These are modem of Mediterranean towns. 
Modem art tends to capture this suffocation and the idea of a 
hV!JOllle age, of a past that is no more. These are also important 
teatun~s which need to be recorded and are very useful in 

urban complexes and in my to be preserved sep-
the above described, more traditional images. 

has sought to propose mediums the of past 
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imalges of the Mediterranean towns which can be used in tum by 
scholars for the analysis of the of a town's It is 
the tum of the reader to find ways on how to translate these 
rec()rds for a future. The creation a database pictorial 
Im:agE:s can provide a visual analysis grandeur, 

can be understood by any 
em technology, particular data 
the propagation of information and in the help towards the 
building of a new consciousness which would eventually rise, 
wherever it is to a new of appreciation of some 
of our Mediterranean cities. 

Wolfgang shown success a story on three 
factors. It reader, the implied and the 

concept into digital the 
website should follow model to be successful. It has to please 
the model internet user, the the user. To 
achieve such an aim, to be an inclUSIve 
project should as I before, private It 
should open to individual who voluntarily decides to join or 
contribute to this set The most important is this database 
and should a pedagogical aspect. would 
one day site which I am would serve as a pilot 
ect for of the on the hIstorIC 
towns Mediterranean. I cannot close this short rell.ectlOn 
without soliciting public organisations, both at goveI1illlerltal 
local level to support materially and ps~{cblol()gi~DaIly 
tives that individuals take out tavour 
native LV V>' He>. cities or 
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